OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD, RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR.

No. S(E)(PMGSY)INOM/2004/AD £925

Dated: 22/11/2005

The Add. Chief Engineer PWD, Zone (All) — Zone- I, Jaipur.

The Superintending Engineer PWD Circle (All)

The Executive Engineer PWD Division (All)

Sub: Crossing of the Right of the Users (ROW) for Construction under PMGSY.

Sir,

Please refer to this office circular No.D-461 Dated 03.01.2005 in which it was mentioned that Indian oil Corporation Limited (IOC) has laid 22" diameter underground cross country product pipe lines from Kandla (Gujarat) to Bhatinda having a length of 1443 Km. Another 24" diameter crude oil pipe line has also lain from Vadinar (Gulf Kutch) to feed crude oil to three refineries at Koyali, Mathura and Panipat. Optical Fiber Cable (OFC) has also been laid for maintaining its own communication system and operation of these pipe lines through Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA).

It was directed that road construction/structures, execution should not be permitted along / cross the ROW of IOC. In case such work is to be undertaken, the IOC office should be contacted for permission. But it has been observed that the compliance of instructions is not being made.

It is enjoined upon all officers of the department that during the Transect Walk for road survey such location should be identified and properly shown. It shall be the responsibility of Additional Chief Engineer Zone & Superintending Engineer concerned for such identification, and directed to ensure that road work should not be got executed without permission in the ROW of IOC failing which stern action would be taken against defaulting officer.

Yours Faithfully,

(H.L. Minyon)

CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD

22/11/2005